RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of maps, atlases, and other cartographic works for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the author. Information relating to both the original and the renewal registration is included in each entry. References from other essential names associated with the work are interfiled.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF NEW YORK.

FULTON, J. L.
Historical and archaeological map of colonial Green County, Pennsylvania and adjacent territory. See HAMMOND, W. P.

HAMMOND (C. S.) & CO.
The afternoon of war: interim postwar supplement to Hammond's world atlas. © 1Jan46; P821. Hammond, Inc. (PMH); 20Mar77; R664992.

Austria, Czechoslovakia and Hungary. © 27May46; P584. Hammond, Inc. (PMH); L6un73; R650308.

Belgium. © 27May46; P756. Hammond, Inc. (PMH); 20Mar77; R664947.

Czechoslovakia. © 22Mar46; P4788. Hammond, Inc. (PMH); L6un73; R664946.

Ohio. © 20Feb46; P2864. Hammond, Inc. (PMH); 20Mar77; R654974.

Poland. © 27May46; P547. Hammond, Inc. (PMH); 20Mar77; R650307.

South America. © 4Apr46; P554. Hammond, Inc. (PMH); 6Apr73; R650333.

HAMMOND, INC.
Drainage basins, world map. See RALS95, R8MTH.

For other works by Hammond, Inc. See HAMMOND (C. S.) & CO.

HORN, W. P.
Historical and archaeological map of colonial Green County, Pennsylvania and adjacent territory. By W. P. Horn, J. L. Fulton & A. L. Moredock. © 28Sep46; P199902. Hess M. Lindsay & Albert R. Moredock (C); 6Jan73; R653576.

LINDSAY, ESS M.
Historical and archaeological map of colonial Green County, Pennsylvania and adjacent territory. See HORN, W. P.

MAPS, R. K.
The high-ways, by-ways, and not-ways, Nantucket Island maps. © 20Jan45; P199904; 3Feb73; R665275.

MOREDOCK, A. L.
Historical and archaeological map of colonial Green County, Pennsylvania and adjacent territory. See HORN, W. P.

MOREDOCK, ALBERE E.
Historical and archaeological map of colonial Green County, Pennsylvania and adjacent territory. See HORN, W. P.

RAILES, ERWIN.
Drainage basins, world map. © 31Jan46; P106. Hammond, Inc. (PMH); 20Mar77; R654972.

RAND McNALLY & CO.
Beginners globe. © 1Jan46; P1667. Rand McNally & Co. (PMH); 6Jan73; R653575.

SHARAD, THEODORE.
Administrative-territorial divisions of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Oct., 1945. © 20Mar46; P969. Theodore Sharad (A); 16Apr73; R650054.

TOBIN (EDGAR AERIAL SURVEYS), Ray County, Florida, ownership map; west half, east half. Author of renewal matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1Mar46; P956-297. Tobin Surveys, Inc. (PMH); 12Mar73; R695053-296096.

Calhoun County, Florida, ownership map; south half, north half. Author of renewal matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1Feb46; P182-183. Tobin Surveys, Inc. (PMH); 26Feb73; R697037-97039.

East Carroll Parish, Louisiana, ownership map. Author of renewal matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1Mar46; P956-297. Tobin Surveys, Inc. (PMH); 26Feb73; R650736.

Franklin Parish, Louisiana, ownership map; west half, east half. Author of renewal matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1May46; P628-630. Tobin Surveys, Inc. (PMH); 26Mar73; R652983-295016.

Glades County, Florida, ownership map; west half, east half. Author of renewal matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1Mar46; P918-919. Tobin Surveys, Inc. (PMH); 27Apr73; R652700-251701.

Hendry County, Florida, ownership map; east half, west half. Author of renewal matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1Mar46; P984-985. Tobin Surveys, Inc. (PMH); 18Mar73; R654991-96092.

Lake County, Florida, ownership map; south half, north half. Author of renewal matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1Mar46; P984-985. Tobin Surveys, Inc. (PMH); 26Mar73; R653596-952699.

Lee County, Florida, ownership map; west, north, center & east quarters. Author of renewal matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1Mar46; P956-297. Tobin Surveys, Inc. (PMH); 27Apr73; R653002-291703.

Monroe County, Florida, ownership map; west, north, center & east quarters. Author of renewal matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1Mar46; P956-297. Tobin Surveys, Inc. (PMH); 12Mar73; R695053-296090.

Pasco County, Florida, ownership map. Author of renewal matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1Mar46; P956-297. Tobin Surveys, Inc. (PMH); 26Mar73; R653596-952699.

Regional survey map: drainage well data, from lat. 27° 00' to lat. 29° 00', from long. W. 100° 00' to W. 105° 00'. Scale 1:60000. Author of renewal matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1Jan46; P457. Tobin Surveys, Inc. (PMH); 30Jan73; R654997.
MAPS AND ATLASES

Tobin, Edgar. Aerial Surveys, Inc. - Con.
Regional survey map: drainage well data, from lat. N. 33° 00' to N. 33° 30', from long. W. 101° 00' to W. 105° 00'. Scale 1" = 800'. Author of renewable matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1964; F164; Tobin Surveys, Inc. (FWM); 05Mar73; RS47072.

Richland Parish, Louisiana; east half; west half. Author of renewable matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1966; F196; Tobin Surveys, Inc. (FWM); 30Jan73; RS47069.

Two section maps, portion from lat. N. 34° 00' to N. 34° 30', from long. W. 89° 30' to W. 92° 00'. Scale 1" = 8000'. Author of renewable matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1966; F196; Tobin Surveys, Inc. (FWM); 14Feb73; RS47073.

Regional one mile maps, from lat. N. 34° 00' to N. 34° 30', from long. W. 89° 30' to W. 92° 00'. Scale 1" = 8000'. Author of renewable matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1966; F196; Tobin Surveys, Inc. (FWM); 14Feb73; RS47073.

Two section maps, portion from lat. N. 30° 00' to N. 31° 30', from long. W. 88° 00' to W. 90° 00'. Scale 1" = 8000'. Author of renewable matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1966; F196; Tobin Surveys, Inc. (FWM); 14Feb73; RS47073.

Warren County, Mississippi; ownership map; east half; west half. Author of renewable matter: Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys, Edgar Tobin, sole owner. © 1966; F196; Tobin Surveys, Inc. (FWM); 14Feb73; RS47073.